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PARTIAL DEDUCTION OF UPDATEABLE DEFINITE 
LOGIC PROGRAMS 
K. BENKERIMI AND J. C. SHEPHERDSON 
D In this paper, we study the partial deduclion of updateable logic programs. 
Partial deduction is a transformation technique that, given a normal 
program P and a normal goal G, produces from P a residual program P’ 
wrt G. An updateable program is a normal program to which an update 
can be applied. An update is a sequence of additions of clauses to a 
program and deletions of clauses from a program. We present algorithms 
that, given a normal program P, a normal goal G, a residual program P’ 
wrt G, and an update t for P, compute the corresponding update t’ such 
that t’(P’) is a residual program of t(P) wrt G. We prove the correctness 
of these algorithms. We also describe an application of one of the 
algorithms to updateable knowledge bases. a 
1. INTRODUCTION 
An important problem in program transformation [18] that has emerged over the 
past few years is that of partial deduction [12]. In general terms, partial deduction 
consists of deriving a specialized version of a program wrt some known input data. 
There are now a substantial number of papers dealing with various aspects of 
partial deduction. For example, in [ll], empirical models for producing compiler- 
generators are described. Papers such as [8] and [17] describe application of partial 
deduction to meta-programming. In this application, layers of interpretation can be 
removed by specializing interpreters wrt object programs. 
An essential property of such of an optimization technique is that the original 
and transformed programs are procedurally equivalent. In [1.5], two conditions are 
isolated, namely, the closedness and independence conditions, under which such a 
desirable property is obtained. Based on this framework, procedures [3, 41 were 
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devised in such a way as to produce procedurally equivalent programs. A similar 
algorithm based on abstract interpretation is given in [9]. 
In this paper, we extend the framework of partial deduction as described in [4] 
to updateable logic programs. An updateable program is a program to which an 
update can be applied. An update is a sequence of additions of clauses to a 
program and deletions of clauses from a program. Such updates are common 
practice in computer science and are carried out for various purposes. For 
example, in [lo], a request is made to delete (resp., insert) an atom that is (resp., is 
not) a logic consequence of the completion of a normal program. As a result, an 
update for the program is computed in such a way that the atom is no longer (resp., 
is) a logical consequence of the completion of the updateable program. Similar 
updates to the ones in [lo] within the framework of abductive reasoning are 
applied to programs in order to generalize the stable model semantics of negation 
by failure; see, for example, [7] and the references therein. Other papers dealing 
with updates in logic programming are [2], [6], [16], and the references given in [l]. 
The problem tackled in this paper can be described as follows. Given a normal 
program P, a residual program P’ of P wrt a set of atoms A, and an update t to 
apply to P, compute an update t’ for P’ such that t’(P’) is a residual program of 
t(P) wrt A. 
Our method is to find ways of setting aside those parts of P’ that still constitute 
a partial deduction of t(P) and those parts of P’ that necessitate partial deduction. 
This process results in an update t’ such that t’(P’) is indeed a residual program of 
t(P) wrt A. We illustrate this with the diagram below, where the obvious solution is 
represented by path (21, (3), whereas the proposed approach is represented by path 
(4). 
P (1) P.E. P' 
Updating (2) (4) Updating 
t 
t(P) (3) P.E. t;tP’) = (t(P))’ 
In one of the algorithms we give, the situation is actually a little more 
complicated than this in that t’ is applied not to P’, but to a partial deduction of an 
extension of P. 
We are concerned with updates that do not produce a drastic change in 
programs, so that simple mechanisms can be devised to deduce updates that 
preserve the procedural equivalence of the updateable programs. For instance, 
suppose an update for a program contains the retraction of a certain number of 
clauses that were used deep in the computation of II clauses in the residual 
program. Then a mechanism that systematically discards these II clauses in the 
residual program would be more advantageous than the obvious solution. The 
latter would simply construct search trees that will eventually fail, thus performing 
unnecessary computation. 
The syntactic conditions we need for programs and residual programs to be 
procedurally equivalent are the independence and closedness conditions. The 
independence condition is easy to achieve, whereas the closedness condition 
necessitates some requirements. Let P’ be a residual program of P wrt a set of 
atoms A. Then the closedness condition requires that each atom in the body of a 
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clause in P’ whose predicate appears in an atom in A be an instance of an atom in 
A. In contrast to the assertion of clauses, the retraction of clauses does not affect 
the closedness condition, because given a program that is closed, the removal of a 
clause preserves this property. Consequently, we suggest two methods for handling 
the assertion of clauses while enforcing the closedness condition. In the first 
method, we only allow the assertion of unit clauses and restrict the partial 
deduction of atoms whose predicates appear in the set of assertable predicates. 
These are the predicates that can appear in the heads of asserted clauses. This 
restriction is, essentially, not selecting these atoms during partial deduction. In the 
second method, we allow the assertion of general clauses and suppress the 
restriction imposed on the partial deduction of assertable predicates. For this, we 
require programmers to provide templates of asserted clauses. A template for a 
clause is a clause of which the asserted clause is an instance. The partial deduction 
of P is then computed using these templates. To each template used as input 
clause in a derivation, there corresponds a “transformed input” clause. Upon the 
supply of the asserted clauses, substitutions are computed that are applied to 
clauses that were computed using the templates. The computation of these substi- 
tutions only involves the “transformed input” clauses and the asserted clauses. 
We suspect that such an approach may incur a computational overhead, particu- 
larly in applications where the update substantially changes the program. In some 
cases this may preclude its use. However, we believe that the technique will be a 
useful way of producing the desired residual programs for suitably chosen applica- 
tions. 
An outline of this paper is as follows. In the next section, we introduce the basic 
concepts of partial deduction needed throughout. In the third section, we describe 
a partial deduction algorithm in which only unit clauses are allowed to be added at 
update time and impose a certain condition on the partial deduction process so 
that the computation of the update is kept simple, and prove the correctness of the 
algorithm. In the fourth section, we prove a theorem that allows the addition of 
general clauses at update time and we then give another partial deduction 
algorithm based on it. Finally, we conclude with suggestions for further work. 
Proofs of theorems are relegated to an Appendix. 
2. BASIC DEFINITIONS 
In this section, we give the basic concepts needed throughout. Knowledge of the 
basic theory of logic programming, as can be found in [141, is assumed. In the 
sequel, Q, subscripted or not, denotes a (possibly empty) conjunction of literals. We 
will also adopt the following convention to distinguish constants and variables. 
Variables ranging over individuals are denoted by identifiers beginning with a 
lowercase letter, whereas constants, variables for clauses and programs, and atoms 
are denoted by identifiers beginning with an uppercase letter. 
Definition. A program clause (resp., definite program clause) is a clause of the 
form 
A-+-L ,,..., L,, 
where A is an atom and L 1,. . . , L, are literals (resp., atoms). 
Dejinition. A normal program (resp., definite program) is a finite set of program 
clauses (resp., definite program clauses). 
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Dejinition. A normal goal (resp., de$nite goal) is a clause of the form 
+L L I?..., n, 
where L I,. . . , L, are literals (resp., atoms). 
Definition. The dejinition of a predicate p in a normal program P is the set of 
all program clauses in P that have p in their head. 
The following definitions were introduced in [15]. 
Definition. A resultant is a first-order formula of the form Q, + Q2, where Qi is 
a (possibly empty) conjunction of literals (i = 1,2). Any variables in Q, or Q2 are 
assumed to be universally quantified at the front of the resultant. 
In the following, we will use slightly more general definitions of SLDNF 
derivation and SLDNF tree than are given in [14]. In [14], an SLDNF derivation is 
either infinite, successful, or failed. Here we will also allow it to be incomplete, in 
the sense that at any point we are allowed to simply not select any literal and 
terminate the derivation. Similar remarks apply to the definition of SLDNF tree 
employed here. 
Definition. Let P be a normal program, G a normal goal + Q, and GO = 
G,G,,..., G, an SLDNF derivation of P U {G], where the sequence of substitu- 
tions is 8,, . . . , f3, and G,, is t Q,. Let 0 be the restriction of 8, **. 13, to the 
variables in G, Then we say the derivation has length n with computed answer t? 
and resultant QtI +- Q,. (If n = 0, the resultant is Q +- Q.> 
Definition. Let P be a normal program, A an atom, and T an SLDNF tree for 
Pu{+A}. Let G ,,..., G, be (nonroot) goals in T chosen so that each nonfailing 
branch of T contains exactly one of them. Let R, (i = 1,. . . , r) be the resultant of 
the derivation of Gj from +--A given by the branch leading to Gi. Then the set of 
clauses RI,..., R, is called a partial deduction of A in P. 
If A={A 1,. . . , A,} is a finite set of atoms, then a partial deduction of A in P is 
the union of partial deductions of A,, . . . , A, in P. 
A partial deduction of P wrt A is a normal program obtained from P by 
replacing the set of clauses in P whose head contains one of the predicates 
appearing in A (called the residual predicates) by a partial deduction of A in P. 
Next we give the definitions of the coveredness and independence conditions. 
Definition. Let A be a finite set of atoms. We say A is independent if no pair of 
atoms in A unifies. 
Definition. Let S be a set of first-order formulas and A a finite set of atoms. We 
say S is A-closed if each atom in S containing a predicate occurring in an atom in A 
is an instance of an atom in A. 
Dejinition. Let P be a normal program. The dependency graph of P is the 
directed graph in which the nodes are the predicates in P and there is a directed 
arc from p to q if there exists a clause C in P in which p is the predicate in the 
head of C and q is the predicate of a literal in the body of C. 
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Definition. Let P be a normal program and G a normal goal. We say G depends 
upon a predicate p in P if there is a path from a predicate in G to p in the 
dependency graph for P. 
Definition. Let P be a normal program, G a normal goal, A a finite set of atoms, 
P’ a partial deduction of P wrt A, and P* the subprogram of P’ consisting of the 
definitions of predicates in P’ upon which G depends. We say P’ U {G] is 
A-covered if P* U {G} is A-closed. 
In [15], it is shown that, given a program and its partial deduction P’ wrt an 
independent set of atoms A, the computational equivalence of the original program 
and P’, for a goal G, is satisfied if P’ U {G} is A-covered. 
Definition. A retraction of a program clause C from a program P consists of the 
removal of all clauses that are variants of C from the set of clauses of P. 
Definition. An assertion of a program clause C into a program P consists of the 
addition of C to the set of clauses of P if P does not contain already a variant of 
An action is a retraction or an assertion. We denote the retraction of C by 
retract(C) and the assertion of C by assert(C). 
Dejinition. An update is a finite sequence of actions. 
An update is denoted by [action(C,), action(C,>], where action is either 
retract or assert and each C, is a program clause. Given a program P and an 
update t, the updateable program resulting from applying the actions in t to P is 
denoted by t(P). 
3. PARTIAL DEDUCTION ALGORITHM I 
Before presenting the first partial deduction algorithm, we need the following 
definitions. We will designate a set of predicates to be the set of updateable 
predicates. These are the predicates that can appear in the heads of the clauses of 
an update. More specifically, the predicates that can appear in the heads of the 
asserted (resp., retracted) clauses will be referred to as the assertable (resp., 
retractable) predicates. We will also refer to an update in which the predicates in 
the heads of the asserted and retracted clauses are, respectively, assertable and 
retractable predicates of a set L of updateable predicates,’ as an L-update. 
In order to ensure the closedness condition of the program t’(P’), we require a 
condition on the search trees used for the partial deduction of the program P 
defined as follows. 
Definition. Let L be a set of updateable predicates. We say an SLDNF tree is 
L-suitable if it is built using a computation rule satisfying the following properties: 
’ By abuse of notation, we use the term “set of updateable predicates” to refer both to the pair 
L,, L, of (not necessarily disjoint) sets of assertable and retractable predicates and to their union 
L, u L,. 
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1. No negative literal whose predicate depends on the updateable predicates in 
L is selected. 
2. No positive literal whose predicate appears in the set of assertable predicates 
in L is selected unless it appears in the root. 
Next, we present the first partial deduction algorithm that, given a set L of 
updateable predicates, an update t involving the retraction of clauses and the 
assertion of unit clauses, and a partial deduction P’ of P wrt a set of atoms 
computed using L-suitable SLDNF trees, computes the corresponding update t’ 
such that t’(P’) is a partial deduction of t(P) wrt the same set of atoms. The use of 
L-suitable SLDNF trees ensures the closedness condition of the program t’(P’) is 
satisfied. This condition is necessary in order to obtain the procedural equivalence 
between t(P) and t’(P’). 
Because we allow the retraction and the assertion of the same clause in our 
updates, a pre-processing stage must be performed on an update in order to delete 
such pairs of actions. If the update contains occurrences of both retractions and 
assertions of variants of the same clause, then all these occurrences are deleted 
except the last one. We call an update on which such a pre-processing stage is 
performed a pre-processed update. 
Partial Deduction Algorithm I. 
Input: A normal program P, an independent set of atoms A, a partial deduction P’ 
of P wrt A given by any partial deduction procedure that uses L-suitable 
SLDNF trees, for each resultant in P’ the set of input clauses used in the 
derivation associated with it, and a pre-processed L-update t for P whose 
asserted clauses are unit clauses. 
Output: An update t’ such that t’(P’> is a partial deduction of t(P) wrt A. 
Begin 
t’ := [ 3; 
for each action(C) in t 
dobegin 
if action(C) is a retraction 
&en begin 
for each resultant R which used a variant of C as input clause - 
do add retract(R) to t’; 
ifthe predicate of C is not a residual predicate 
then add retract(C) to t’; 
end; 7 
if action(C) is an assertion and C is A +- 
then if the predicate of A is a residual predicate 
then for each atom in A which unifies (after standardization’ apart) with A 
iiiiiG@0 
do add assert(A 0 + ) to t’; 
elseadd assert(A +I to t’; 
end. -’ 
2 Standardization apart is the process of renaming an input clause in a derivation of a program and a 
goal so that the input clause does not have any variables that already appear in the derivation up to the 
current goal. 
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End Algorithm 
3.1. Correctness of Partial Deduction Algorithm I 
The next theorem shows that the output of the procedure is correct in the sense 
that t’(Y) is a partial deduction of t(E’> wrt A. In addition, it shows that if P’ U {G} 
is A-covered, then so is t’(P’> U {G}. 
Theorem 3.1. Let P be a normal program, A a set of atoms, L a set of updateable 
predicates, P’ a partial deduction of P wrt A using L-suitable SLDNF trees. Let t be 
an L-update for P whose asserted clauses consist of unit clauses and t’ be the update 
given by the partial deduction algorithm I for the input consisting of P, A, P’, and t, 
together with, for each resultant in P’, the list of all the input clauses used in the 
derivation associated with it. Then the following hold. 
1. t’(P’> is a partial deduction of t(P) wrt A. 
2. t’(P’> U {G} is A-covered if P’ U {G} is. 
It is worth noting that we need not explicitly store the input clauses used during 
partial deduction. We only need to keep a pointer to the program clause of which a 
variant has been used as input clause. 
Although we have considered normal programs in this algorithm, the condition 
enforced on negative literals is very restrictive. A more general treatment of 
normal programs can be found in [5]. However, the preliminary results there are 
not very satisfactory, so that only the results for definite programs will be presented 
in the sequel of this paper. 
3.2. Application to Updateable Knowledge Bases 
We now apply the results of the first partial deduction algorithm to updateable 
knowledge bases, where a knowledge base is realized as a normal program. An 
updateable knowledge base is, therefore, a normal program to which an update can 
be applied. The updates that we consider serve a particular purpose. They are 
generated upon requests to delete (resp., insert) atoms that are (resp., are not) 
logical consequences of the completion3 of a program. As a result, the atoms are 
no longer (resp., are> logical consequences of the completion of the updateable 
program. To delete an atom A from a program P, a finite (possibly incomplete) 
SLDNF tree for P U {+-A} is constructed and all successful branches are pruned. 
A successful branch is pruned by either retracting a clause that was used as input 
clause or asserting a unit clause whose head appeared in a selected negative literal 
on that branch. To insert A into P, a finite SLDNF tree for P U { +A} is 
constructed and the subgoals of a definite goal on a failed branch are added as unit 
clauses to P. Procedures that compute such updates for this type of request can be 
found in [lo]. 
Example. Consider the normal program 
pleasant(x) + 1 old(x), likesfun 
P: 
3 We mean Clark’s Completed Database. 
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pleasant(x) + sports_person(x), loves_nature(x) 
sports_person(x) + swimmer(x) 
sports_person(x) + 7 sedentaly(x) 
swimmer( Fred) + 
loves _nature( Fred) + . 
For the partial deduction of P, we use the partial deduction procedure of [4], which 
takes as input a normal program P, a normal goal G, and constructs a set A of 
atoms and a residual program P’ of P wrt A in such a way that A is independent 
and P’ U {G} is A-covered. We give it the following input for the program P. The 
goal G is + pleasant( Fred), sports_person(x), the set of assertable predicates is 
(pleasant, sedentary}, and the set of retractable predicates is {sports-person, 
pleasant, loves-nature}. 
Using the L-suitable SLDNF tree depicted in Figure 1 for P U {+ 
pZeasant(Fred)], together with L-suitable SLDNF trees for the other atoms of the 
set 
A = { pleasant( Fred), sports_person( x) , likes-j&( Fred), sedentary(x)} , 
the partial deduction procedure produces the residual program P’ wrt A: 
pleasant( Fred) + likes _fun( Fred) 
pleasant( Fred > + 
pleasant( Fred) + -T sedentary( Fred) 
sports _person( Fred) c 
sports_person(x) + 7 sedentary(x) 
swimmer-( Fred > + 
loves_nature(Fred) + . 
Suppose a request is made to insert the atom pZeasant(Tom) into P and delete 
the atom sports_person(Fred) from P. One possible update to realize this request 
+- pleasant{ Fred) 
+ -old(Fred), likes_fun(Fred) 
FIGURE 1. An L-suitable SLDNF tree for P U { +p~eusunt(~red)}. 
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would be 
t = { assert( pZeasunt( Tom) + ) , 
retract( sports_person( x) + swimmer(x)), 
nssert ( sedentary( Fred) + ) } . 
The updated program t(P) is 
pleasant(x) + 7 old(x), likes._fun(x) 
pleasant(x) + sports_person(xI, loces_nature(xI 
pleasantc Tom ) + 
sports _person( x) + 7 sedentaly( x) 
swimmer( Fred) + 
loues_nature( Fred) + 
sedentary(Fred) + . 
The corresponding update given by the partial deduction algorithm is 
t’ = { retruct( pZeasant( Fred) + ) , 
retract ( sports_person( Fred) + ) , 
assert( sedentury( Fred) +- )} , 
which applied to P’ gives the new updated program t’(P) 
pleasantc Fred > + likes _im( Fred > 
pleasant(Fred) + 7 seden tary( Fred) 
sports _person( x) + 7 sedentary(x) 
swimmer( Fred) + 
laces _nature( Fred) * 
sedentary( Fred) + . 
Clearly, t’(P) is a residual 
Our approach so far for 
program of t(P) wrt A. 
the partial deduction of updateable programs seems to 
be particularly suitable for updates computed for this kind of request because only 
unit clauses need to be added and general clauses retracted. Some applications 
require adding general clauses. We tackle this problem in the next section. 
4. PARTIAL DEDUCTION ALGORITHM II 
There are two possible ways to handle the computation of an update t’ correspond- 
ing to an update t, which involves the assertion of clauses, in such a way that t’(F) 
is a partial deduction of t(P) wrt a set of atoms A without violating the closedness 
condition.. The first one is to use (as in partial deduction algorithm I> a computa- 
tion rule that selects no atoms whose predicates are assertable and to add A-closed 
clauses so that the closedness condition is satisfied. This appears to be a severe 
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restriction, because it means that the assertable predicates are never residual. Thus 
we suggest an alternative method, a template method, which we now describe. 
First, we need the following definition. 
Definition. Let D be an SLD derivation whose 
and Ci the ith input clause used in D and Ci the 
Then the clause cj = CiOiOj+, -.* 0, is called the 
corresponding to Cl. 
sequence of mgus is 19,, . . . , 0, 
corresponding program clause. 
transformed input clause in D 
In this template method, programmers are required to provide templates for 
asserted clauses. A template for an asserted clause is a clause of which the asserted 
clause is an instance. Any partial deduction procedure can be used to compute 
partial deductions using these templates and generate the corresponding trans- 
formed input clauses. When the asserted clauses are supplied, substitutions are __ 
computed that are then applied to resultants that were computed using 
templates. The computation of these substitutions only involves transformed 
clauses and asserted clauses. We illustrate this method with an example. 
Let P be the program 
P(B) + 
q(B) + r(C). 




resolution steps using the leftmost atom computation rule, the residual program 
wrt A obtained is 
P(A) +r(C),r(z) 
q(B) -r(C)- 
The transformed input clause corresponding to the template is p(A) + q(B), r(z). 
Let the actual asserted clause be p(v) + q(B), r(v) and let 4 = {v/A, z/A] be an 
mgu of the transformed input clause and the asserted clause. The resultant with 4 
applied becomes p(A) +- r(C), r(A) and it is easy to check that the program 
P(A) +r(C),r(A) 
q(B) -r(C) 
is a residual program wrt A of the program 
P(B) * 
P(X) + q(B), r(x) 
q(B) + r(C). 
Before presenting the second partial deduction algorithm, we prove the theorem 
on which it depends. 
We need to distinguish between program clauses and the variants of them that 
are used in derivations. In a resolution step the head of a suitably standardized 
apart variant C” of a program clause C is unified with the selected atom of the 
goal. Following [14] we shall say that C“ is the input clause and C is the program 
clause, used at this step in the derivation. We will want to use strong standardizing 
apart, by which we mean that C“ must contain no variables already occurring in 
the derivation (including all input clauses previously used). We will also use 
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idempotent mgus (e.g., as given by the usual unification algorithm). The usual 
implementations adopt both of these conventions. We also need to consider 
programs that contain clauses that are variants of each other. Because the implicit 
meaning of a clause is its universal closure, such clauses are logically equivalent, so 
these programs are of no practical interest, and the definitions of SLD and SLDNF 
tree usually given are a little vague when applied to them. The question is whether, 
if you have program clauses C,, C,, . . . , C,, which are variants of each other, you 
should, in a resolution step using these clauses, have r branches labeled as using 
program clauses C,, C,, . . . ,C,, respectively, or just one branch representing all of 
them. For most purposes it makes no difference, and the obvious, economical, 
choice is the latter. Here, however, we choose the former and insist on r distinct 
branches (though we allow the same input clause, i.e., the same variant of 
C,,G,..., C, to be used on each branch). The reason for this should become clear 
in the course of the proof. The need to consider such programs (with r = 2) arises 
when we want to update a program in such a way as to replace a general clause by 
an instance of it. 
4. I. Dejinite Case 
We find it convenient in these proofs to make use of the equational version of SLD 
resolution described in [19]. This differs from the usual form as follows: 
In SLD resolution the initial step is to resolve the goal + Q,, A, Q, with an 
input clause A’ +X’ to obtain the new goal + Q, 8, XV, Q2 8, where 0 is an mgu 
of A, A’. 
In the equational version the new goal is + Q,, X’, Q2, A =A’, i.e., the unifier 8 
is not applied to the goal, but the equation A =A’ is added to the end of the goal 
to record that A and A’ have been unified. In subsequent steps the goals will 
consist of sequences of literals followed by sequences Z of equations, so the 
general resolution steps takes the form: resolve the goal + Q,, A, Q2, 8 with the 
input clause A’ +X’, to obtain the new goal + Qr, X’, Q2, 8, A = A’. 
In the case of a successful derivation ending in the usual SLD form in the empty 
goal, the corresponding equational form will end with 
+A, =A;,...,A, =A:, 
and the result substitution to be read off from this is 
f3=mgu(A, =A; ,..., A, =A’,). 
This is equivalent to the result substitution obtained in the usual way, because if 
8 1,. . . ,O, are the successive mgus, 
8, = mgu( A, =A;), 
8, = mgu( A,8, =&8,), 
0, = mgu( A,8, . . . e,_, =A’,O, . . . enpI), 
so 8,8, --. e,, is the mgu obtained by solving the equations in the order A, = 
A;,..., A, =A’,. The equality of 0102 ... 0, and 0 depends on the fact that an mgu 
of a system of equations can be computed by solving the equations in any order. 
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We shall call this equational form of SLD resolution, SLDE resolution.4 For 
partial deduction we need to deal with incomplete as well as successful derivations, 
so we start by proving the basic results relating SLD resolution and SLDE 
resolution in this more general setting. We rely heavily on the results of [13]. 
Definition. An equation E is an expression of the form A =A’, where A, A’ are 
expressions not containing = (e.g., terms, atoms, clauses). 
Definition. If 0 is a substitution and E is an equation A =A’, then EO denotes 
the equation A0 =A’@, where A8, A’8 are defined in the usual way. If B is a set of 
equations, then 8% denotes the set {EO: E E 8); similarly for sequences of equa- 
tions. 
Dejinition. A substitution f3 is a unifier of ZY if 80 consists of equations that are 
all identities; it is an mgu if every other unifier 8’ is an instance of it (i.e., 0’ = &#J, 
for some b>. 
Definition. If /3,/Y are substitutions, then we say 8, 8’ are equivalent, written 
e = O’, if there exist C, (T’ such that 8’ = O(T, 8 = O’a’, i.e. [14], if 8,8’ are the 
same modulo renaming. Similarly we say that two expressions are equivalent when 
they are variants of each other. 
Because mgus are unique to within equivalence, it is meaningful to write 
e=mgu8. 
Definition. If + QO, Z?” and + Q,, 8,, are the initial and final goals of an SLDE 
derivation then the equational form of the resultant is the formal expression 
Q,, kYO c Q,, Za (to be read as Q, A gn + QO A k?J, the result substitution is 0 = 
mgu k?,,‘,, and the resultant is Q, &J + Q, 0. 
The fundamental result on which this equational version of resolution depends 
is the next lemma, which says that the order in which equations are solved is 
immaterial; the same (to within equivalence, of course) mgu is found when it exists. 
Lemma 4.1. If Z, Z’ are sequences of equations, if 0 is an mgu of Z’, and 0’ is an 
mgu of k?“O, then 80’ is an mgu of 8, P, and if 8, 8’ are idempotent, so is 00’. 
Lemma 4.2. If the equational version of an SLD derivation from the goal + Q,, has 
final goal + e,, 8,, then the result substitution of the derivation is 0 = mgu 8,, and 
the resultant is Q, 0 + a,, 8. 
We call Q, +- G,,, En an equational form of the resultant. We use-e, here 
because it is convenient in the proof to use Q, for an SLD goal and Q, for the 
corresponding SLDE goal. 
For the next theorem we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.3. If CY is idempotent and acts only on (some of) the van’ables in the 
equations E,, . . . , E,,,thenitisanmguoftheequationsE,=E,~~,...,E,=E,a. 
4 Note that, sometimes, SLDE resolution will only fail when trying to compute the resulting mgu 
(thus, at a much later stage than SLD). 
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The conditions in the lemma cannot be omitted, as the following counterexam- 
ples show: 
l (Y is not idempotent. Take E =f(x, y), a! = {x/y, y/x). Then E = ECI is 
f(x, y) =f(y, xl, which (Y does not unify. 
l a acting on variables not in E. Take E =x, (Y = {y/z}. Then (Y is not an mgu 
because the identity, which is an mgu, is not expressible as a0 for any 0. 
Theorem 4.4. Let D be an SLD derivation with resultant R and result substitution 0 
using input clauses C, , . . . , C,, which have no variables in common with each other 
or with the initial goal Q,. Let (Y,, . . . , a, be idempotent substitutions such that 
each oi acts only on variables in C, and such that the variables in the range of (Y, 
are not in Q,, C,, . . . , C, norintherangeof oj forj+i. Let a=a2U.--UCY,. 
Suppose there is a corresponding derivation Da using the clauses C, CY,, . . . , C, (Y,. 
Then the resultant R” of D” is equivalent to R+, where 
Note the following: 
1. R” is not determined by R and (Y alone. To compute it we need to know the 
full substitution 0, not just its restriction to the original goal Q, (the answer 
substitution), which is all that can be obtained from R and (Y and Q,. 
2. The proof also shows that D” exists iff 4 exists. 
To deal with the fact that in our application only the templates are mapped by 
CY, we need the following obvious corollary. 
Corollary 4.5. Suppose that a, is the ident@ except for i = i,, . , . , i,. Then 
$=mgu(C,,8=C,I~1,,0 ,..., C,,B=Cira1,,8). 
By making a further assumption that is satisfied in the usual version of SLD 
derivation, we can simplify the form of 4: 
Corollary 4.6. If the conditions of Corollary 4.5 are satisfied and if the mgus used in D 
are idempotent, then $J may be replaced by 
4 = mgu(CilB = Ci,crl,, . . . ,C,,O = Ci,ai,) 
Counterexample with 8 not idempotent. Q, is +p(x, y), C is p(x,, y,) + and 
e={x/Yl,Y/x,,x,/Y,,Y,/x,}, (Y = {x,/A}. Resultant R is p(y,, x1) + , resultant 
R* is p(A,yI)+. 
Iy,/A,x,/AI, R?J . 
Also Ca is p(A, y,) + and CO is p(y,,x,) + . $ = 
1s +p(A, A), which is not equivalent to R*. However, C&9 is 
P(A, xl> + 2 so 4 = {y,/A), R+ is p(A, x,) + = R”. 
The partial deduction algorithm II requires the programmer to provide a set of 
templates, and then to restrict his updates to those in which any clause that is 
asserted must be an instance of one of the templates (but any clause can be 
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retracted). The next theorem uses the results just established to show how to 
transform a partial deduction using the templates into one using instances of them. 
Theorem 4.7. Let P be a definite program, A an atom, and P’ a partial deduction of A 
in P formed using an SLD tree T for P U { +- A} and using strong standardizing apart 
and idempotent mgus. Let P, be obtained from P by replacing a set E’ of clauses of 
P by a set @a of instances of members of SY. Form PL by leaving unchanged all 
resultants in P’ whose derivations in T use only program clauses from P - S!? and 
replacing each resultant R of P’ whose derivation D uses program clauses from %? by 
the set (possibly empty) of resultants R$ obtained as follows. Let Ci,, . . . , Ci, be the 
clauses from 59 used in D and ci,, . . . , ci, the corresponding transformed input 
clauses. For each r-tuple of clauses of ga, which are instances of Ci,, . . . , C,,, take 
van’ants_Cj,, . . . , Cl, with no variables in common with each other or with R or with 
ci,, . . . , Cir and compute 
Now take the set of R$ for all 3 that exist. Then P6, is a partial deduction of A in P,. 
Definition. Let P be a definite program, 57 a set of clauses of P, A a set of 
atoms, and P’ a partial deduction of P U ‘8 wrt A. A resultant input table for P’ wrt 
%? is a table giving, for each resultant R of P’, a list of the clauses of P used in its 
derivation, and for each occurrence of a clause E’ belonging to ‘37, the correspond- 
ing transformed input clause c. 
Next, we present the second partial deduction algorithm that, given a set of 
updateable predicates, an update t involving the retraction of clauses and the 
assertion of general clauses, and a partial deduction P’ of P wrt a set of atoms 
computed by any partial deduction procedure using a set of templates, computes 
the corresponding update t’ in such a way that t’(P’) is a residual program of t(P) 
wrt the same set of atoms. 
Partial Deduction Algorithm It. 
Input: A definite program P, an independent set of atoms A, a set %? of templates, 
a partial deduction P’ of P U ‘8 wrt A (obtained using strong standardiza- 
tion apart and idempotent mgus), a resultant input table for P’ wrt 29, and 
a pre-processed update t for P such that every asserted clause is an 
instance of a template in F’. 
Output: An update t’ such that t’(P) is a partial deduction of t(P) wrt A. 
Begin 
t’ := [ 1; 
for every retract(C) in t 
dobegin 
for each resultant R which used a program clause in P which is a variant of C 
-7s input clause 
do add retract(R) to t’; 
ifthe predicate of C is not a residual predicate 
then add retract(C) to t’; 
end; 
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for every remaining resultant R which arises from a branch using a sequence - 
C ,, . . . , C, of clauses of 59 whose corresponding transformed input clauses are 
C,,...,Fr 
do begin 
s,, = {E); 
for 1 ljlr - 
do begin 
s, = 0; 
for every mgu cp in S,_ , 
dofor every action in t which is assert(Cj) where Cj is an instance of Cj 
do begin 
take a variant C,” of C’j which has no variables in common with R, 
G...,Cr,(P; 
c cii(p and C;’ unify 
then begin 
compute an idempotent mgu $ = mgu(C, cp, C;C>; 




add retract(R) to t’; 
for every 4 in S, - 
do add assert(R$) to t’; 
zd. -’ 
for each C in 55’ for which the predicate in the head of C is not a residual 
-predicate 
do add retract(C) to t’; 
for each assert(C) in t for which the predicate in the head of C is not a residual - 
predicate 
do add assert(C) to t’; 
EndAlgorithm 
4.2. Correctness of Partial Deduction Algorithm II 
The next theorem shows that the output of partial deduction algorithm II is 
correct. 
Theorem 4.8. Let P be a definite program, A an independent set of atoms, SF a set of 
templates, and P’ a partial deduction of P u E’ wrt A obtained using strong 
standardizing apart and idempotent mgus. Let t be a pre-processed update for P such 
that every asserted clause is an instance of a clause in SF and let t’ be the update 
given by the partial deduction algorithm II for the input consisting of P, A, S?‘, P’, 
and t, together with a resultant input table for P’ wrt SF. Then the following hold. 
1. t’(P’) is a partial deduction of t(P) wrt A. 
2. t’(P’> U {G} is A-covered if P’ U {G) is. 
We now give an example to illustrate how the second partial deduction algo- 
rithm works. 
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Example. Let P be the program 
1. p(D)+ 
2. q(B) + r(C), 0) 
and let the set ‘8 of templates consist of 
1’. p(x) *q(y), T(Z) 
2’. s(x) ‘p(y). 
Let us compute a partial deduction of P U 5Z wrt the set A = {p(A)}. A residual 
program P’ of P U %? wrt A using the SLD tree depicted in Figure 2 is 
P(A) +r(C>,r(z> 
+ P(A) 
P(4 + 4(Y)> +> 
x/A 
r 
+ dY>, +> 
FIGURE 2. An SLD tree for 
PU‘zU{+p(A)J. 
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where 
P(A) -C%r(z) 
is listed as having transformed input clauses p(A) + q(B), r(z) and s(D) +-p(D) 
and using clauses 1, 2, l’, and 2’ and 
P(A) +Y(C),C?(u),r(w),r(z) 
is listed as having transformed input clauses p(A) + q(B), r(z), s(D) -p(u), and 
p(u) + q(u), r(w) and using clauses 2, I’, and 2’. 
Let the update for P be 
t= {assert(p(x’) +q(y’),r(x’)), 
assert( s( z’) +-p( z’))} 
The input to the partial deduction algorithm consists of P, A, E’, P’, and t, 
together with a resultant input table for P’ wrt $9’. Initially, t’ = [ I, S, = (~1, and 
S, = 0. First, we consider the resultant p(A) + r(C), r(z). We choose assert(p(x’) 
+ q(y’), r(x’)) f rom t. This asserted clause is suitably standardized apart, so we 
compute the mgu 
~4 = mgu((p(4 -4(%r(z)Mp(x’) +4(Y’)3r(x’))) 
= { X’/A) y’/B, z/A}. 
We then add q!q to S,. Next, we consider assert(s(z’> +-p(z.‘)). We initialize S, 
to the empty set. The asserted clause ~(2’) +p(z’) is suitably standardized apart, 
so we compute the mgu 
4%=mgu((Q) +~(D))@i&(z’) +P(z’))) 
= mgu((O) -P(~MV) +P(z’))) 
= {2/D}. 
We then add $1 I+!I~ to S,. Thus S, is {x’/A, y’/B, z/A, L/D}. Furthermore, we 
apply lx’/& y’/B, z/A, z’/D) to the resultant p(A) + r(C), r(z) and add 
retract(p(A) + r(C), r(z)) and assert(p(A) + r(C), r(A)) to t’. 
Next, we consider the resultant p(A) + r(C), q(v), r(w), r(z). Initially, S, = (6) 
and S, = 0. Again we choose assert(p(x’) + q(y’), r(d)) from t. This asserted 
clause is suitably standardized apart, so we compute the mgu 
*i = mgu((p(4 +4(B)&))&+‘) +s(r’)?-(x’))) 
= { X’/A) y’/B, z/A}. 
We then add $, to S,. Next, we consider assert(s(z’) +p(z’>). S, is set to the 
empty set. The asserted clause s(z)) +-p(z’) is suitably standardized apart, so we 
compute the second mgu: 
& = mgu((O) +p(u)) ccI1> (4z’) ‘V(z’))> 
=mgu((O) +P(u)),(s(z’) I)) 
= (z’/D,u/D}. 
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We then add J/, & to S,. Consequently, S, is (xl/A, y//B, z/A, z’/D, u/D). 
We then have to compute an mgu for the transformed input clause p(u) + 
q(u), r(w) and the asserted clause p(x’> + q(y’), r(d). The latter is not suitably 
standardized apart wrt +!I, &. After standardizing it apart, we compute the last mgu 
as 
&=mgu((p(u) cq(u),r(w))lCr,rCl,,(P(u’) +9(4yr(u’))) 
=mgu((p(D) +q(Q(w))&G’) +q(u’),r(u’))) 
= {d/D, d/u, w/D). 
Finally, S, = {x’/A,y’/B, z/A, z’/D, u/D, d/D, d/u, w/D). Applying the mgu 
in S, to the resultant p(A) c r(C), q(u), r(w), r(z) gives the new resultant p(A) 
t r(C), q(u), r(D), r(A). Furthermore, retract(p(A) + r(C), q(u), r(w), r(z)) and 
assert(p( A) + r(C), q(y), r(D), r(A)) are added to t’. 
Because the predicate in the head of s(z’) +p(z’) is not a residual predicate, 






assert( s( 2’) +p( z’))) . 





The residual program 
P(A) +r(C),r(A) 
t(P) is 
P” of t(P) wrt {p(A)} using Figure 3 is 
P(A) -V),q(y)dD)dA) 
q(B) +r(CMD) 
s( z’) +p( z’). 
Let us apply t’ to P’: 
P(A) --(C)?-(A) 
P(A) +r(C),q(y),r(D),r(A) 
q(B) + r(C)dD) 
s(z’) +p(z’). 
The programs P” and t’(P) are the same. 
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Pb’) f-- q(Y’)&‘) 
x'/A 
+ Q(Y’)> 44) 
I 
FIGURE 3. An SLD tree for 
t(P) u {+pUN. 
+- r(C), P( b >> r(A) 
PW + Q(Y), +> 
4.3. Successive Updates 
One way of dealing with successive updates is to keep a record of previous updates, 
amalgamate all of them together with the present update into a single update, and 
apply partial deduction algorithm II to that. Another way is to update the partial 
deduction P’ of P U 5%’ as you go along. This can be done using a slight modifica- 
tion of partial deduction algorithm II, namely, just delete the line 
“add retract(R) to t’;” 
because we now want to retain the original resultants obtained using template 
clauses, as well as those that use instances of templates. 
Example. Let P be the program 
1. P +q(x),r(x), 
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let the set ~5’ of templates be 
2. C?(X) c 
3. r(x) +, 




listed in the resultant input table as using clauses 1, 2, and 3 with transformed 
input clauses q(x) + and T(X) +- . 
Let the first update t, be 
assert( q( A) +-). 
Then the resulting partial deduction t;(P’) produced by the algorithm is 
4. q(A) -. 
If the second update fz is assert(r(rl) +>, then amalgamating the updates into a 




as a final partial deduction. 
Using the second method, we would replace P’, the partial deduction of P U F”, 
by a partial deduction P” of t,(P) U 55’ obtained by the modified algorithm. That 





[listed as using clauses 1, 2, and 3, with transformed input clauses q(x) + , 
r(x) +I, and 
[listed as using clauses 1, 4, and 3, with transformed input clause r(x) +I. 
Applying partial deduction algorithm II to t,(P), t,, and P” gives the partial 




this latter resultant 
template r(x) + . 
coming from p + r(A) using the instance r(A) t of the 
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5. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have studied partial deduction of updateable logic programs. We 
have presented a partial deduction algorithm, which given a normal program P, a 
residual program P’ wrt a set of atoms A, and an update t for P consisting of the 
retraction of clauses and the assertion of unit clauses, computes the corresponding 
update t’ such that t’(P’) is a residual program of t(P) wrt A, and proved its 
correctness. We have proved a theorem that allows the assertion of general clauses 
provided templates of asserted clauses are supplied by programmers. We have 
described another partial deduction algorithm that implements the result of this 
theorem. Slightly modified, this algorithm also handles successive updates. Update- 
able knowledge bases were used to illustrate an application of these algorithms. 
One possible direction to pursue would be to investigate ways of alleviating the 
requirement of knowing all the atoms that appear in the body of a template. More 
specifically, some atoms that were present in the body of a template could be 
omitted from the corresponding asserted clause, whereas some atoms that were not 
present in the body of a template could be added to the corresponding asserted 
clause. 
It would be very interesting to obtain a quantitative evaluation of the speedups 
that can be obtained using these algorithms. 
The results for normal programs are not very satisfactory. Preliminary results 
can be found in [5]. Thus the case when programs contain negation deserves 
further investigation. 
The first author is indebted to John Lloyd for useful suggestions and comments on drafts of this paper. 
Thanks are also due to Pat Hill for interesting discussions. We are most grateful to the anonymous 
referees for their sharp reading and for useful suggestions that helped improve the shape and content of 
the paper. The first author is supported by a scholarship from the Algerian Ministry of Higher 
Education. 
APPENDIX 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. (1) Let A, be an atom in A and T the SLDNF tree for 
P u { + A,} used in obtaining the partial deduction P’. Form T’ by removing from 
T all branches using as input clause any variant of a retracted clause, and adding to 
it, for each asserted clause A + such that A unifies with A, with mgu 0, a branch 
of length 1 going from the root A, to a success node, with result substitution 
8 (hence with resultant A,8 + , i.e., A 8 + ). Then T’ is an SLDNF tree for 
t(P) u { +A,,). To see this, note first that all negation as failure steps in T are still 
valid in T’ because, by the first L-suitability condition, no negative literal that 
depends on the updateable predicates in L is selected, so in the subsidiary 
derivations none of the retracted or asserted clauses is used. By the second 
L-suitability condition, the only new branches needed to deal with the asserted 
clauses are the ones we have added, and the branches we have removed are the 
ones that are no longer available in t(P) because the clauses used have been 
retracted. If we now compute a partial deduction t(P) wrt A using the trees 
obtained this way, we evidently obtain t’(P’I as the partial deduction. 
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(2) follows from the facts that the retraction of resultants in P’ preserves the 
closedness property and that the resultants added to P’ are unit clauses whose 
heads are instances of atoms in A. In addition, the other added unit clauses have in 
their heads predicates that are not residual predicates. •I 
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Clearly 00 is a unifier. If 4 unifies E’, 8’, then it unifies g 
so, because 8 is an mgu of 8, there exists +i such that 4 = 04,. Because 4 unifies 
8’, the substitution +i unifies 8’8, so there exists +2 such that 4, = 0’4,. Hence 
4 = &3’$,, which proves that 88’ is an mgu. 
If 0,B’ are idempotent we may take & = & = 4 in the foregoing situation and 
get 4 = ee& so taking 4 = 88’ we see that 80’ is idempotent. 0 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. We show by induction on the length n of the derivation 
that if * Q, is the goal after n steps and $J~ is the result substitution after n 
steps, then in the equational version the goal is + Q,,, g,, where &J~ is an mgu of 
&!?,, and Q,, +,, = Q,. This will give the result because the resultant is Q0 4, + Q,. 
The case n = 0 is trivial. For the inductive step suppose Q, is + Y, A, Z and 
the next input clause used is A’ +X’. Then by the induction hypothesis, the nth 
equational goal is 
-- 
+&%Z& 
where 4, = mgu 8n and (F, x, .%+a = Y, A, Z. Now 
Q n+l is t(Y,X’,Z)8,,+1, where O,+,=mgu(A=A’), 
12,+1 is +-Y,X’,.?,8n,A=A’. 
Now Qnt~ is +(Y,X’,ZMnOn.,, because #J,, does not act on X’ (because 
A’ t X’ is standardized apart). So it remains to show that +,, 0,+ 1 is_an mgu of 
8,, , A= A’. This follows from Lemma 4.1 because 0, + 1 is an mgu of (A& = A’c&) 
because this is the same as (A =A’) because 4,, does not act on A’. •I 
Proof of Lemma 4.3. Applying the usual unification algorithm for solving these 
equations, i.e., replacing f(tl,. . . , t,,) = f(t, CY, . . . , t, 01 by t, = t, CY, . . . , t, = t, a, 
eventually reduces them to a set consisting of x =xcy (possibly repeated several 
times) for each variable x in E,, . . . , E,, . Removing repeated equations and identi- 
cal equations x=x, we get xi =x1& ,..., x, =x~(Y for all the xi ,..., x, in E, ,..., E, 
acted on by (Y. Because a is idempotent, this terminates the unification procedure 
and because a acts only on variables in E,, . . . , En it shows that IY is an mgu of the 
given set of equations. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.4. The equational form of the resultant R of the derivation 
D is of the form 
Qo+e,,L,=L’, ,..., L,=L:,, 
where L,,..., L, are the selected literals and L’,, . . . , L:, are the heads of C,, . . . ,C,. 
The clauses C, (~i,. . , C, (Y,, are suitably standardized apart for Da, because if 
idempotent mgus are used in the SLD version of Da, none of the variables in Ci lyi 
-neither the ones in the range of cyi nor the ones from Ci not acted on by 
ayI--occurs in the previous derivation. (The resultant of D” of course does not 
depend on the actual mgu used, i.e., different mgus give equivalent resultants.) 
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Recall that (Y = CX~ u ... U a,. Then (Y is idempotent and C, CY = Ciai. An easy 
induction shows that the equational form of the resultant R” of D” is 
- 
Q,-Q,a,Lla=L’,a ,..., L,c~=L:,cy. 
Now let 
*=mgu(L,=L’,,..., L,=L:,,C,=C,a ,..., C,=C,ff). 
Let B,,..., e,, be the mgus used in D, i.e., 
0, = mgu( L,, c,), 
Then e = 8, e2 ..- e,, and solving the first IZ equations in order and using Lemma 
4.1 gives 
*= e~mgu(C,e=c,ae,...,C,e=c,~e) = e+ 
Now evaluate + by first solving 
c, =C,a ,...) c, =Cn(Y. 
By Lemma 4.3, a is an mgu of this set of equations. So by Lemma 4.1 we have 
*=a~mgu(L,a=L’,ff ,..., L,ff=Ltna). 
Solving the remaining n equations in order we obtain 
*= ffep . . . ena = aea, 
where OF,. . . , e,,a are the mgus used in Da and 8” = 0; .*a O,,a is the result 
substitution of D”. We now have 
e+-*=aea. 
By Lemma 4.2, R = Q,, 8 + an 8, 
R” = Q,,ea + Qnaee 
=Q,aea+&aea because (Y does not act on Q, 
=Q,e(tl+QneCp=RCp. q 
Proof of Corollary 4.6. The second form follows from the first because 8,). . . , e,_ 1 
do not act on Ci (because idempotent mgus are relevant, i.e., only involve variables 
in the expressions to be unified). We have 
$=mgu(Ci,e=C,l~ ,..., Cire=Ci,a). 
A partially solved form of this is 
mgu(xO=xa: for all x in Cj ,,..., CJ. 
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Let 8 be the restriction of 8 to those x in C,,, . . . ,Ci, not acte’d on by (Y. By 
hypothesis, 8,, . . . , 0, are idempotent, so by Lemma 4.1, 8 is idempotent and hence 
so is e, and, therefore, 
8-mgu(x=xO:xinCi,,...,Ci,notactedonbya). 
Now if x is not acted on by CY, then x0 =X(Y is the same as x =x0. So by Lemma 
4.1. 
because 0 is idempotent and does not act on the range of (Y. 
Now a partially solved form of 4 is 
mgu(x0 =x&: x in Ci,, . . . , C,,). 
If x is not acted on by (Y, then x/3=x& is the same as x0 =x0, which can be 
removed, and if x is acted on by (Y, then X(Y is not acted on by 8, so x8 = xcu0 is 
xe=xa. So $ = 84. Hence, because 0 is idempotent, t@ = 06 and 
R*=Q,e~ce,e~~Qoe~te,e~=R~. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.7. We show that PL is the partial deduction obtained by 
using the tree T’ that corresponds in an obvious way to T, i.e., replaces uses of 
clauses in %’ by uses of their instances in ‘Z!Ya. Formally we define T’ by induction 
on the depth, i.e., step by step from the root +A of T and proceeding along the 
branches. Each node goal at depth d of T’ will be an instance G/3 of some goal G 
at depth d in T. The literal Lp of GP selected in T’ will be the one correspond- 
ing to the literal L of G selected in T. For each clause C of Pa we must select a 
variant C“ of it and must lead a branch out of GP for each C” whose head unifies 
with Lp. 
Consider first the case where C is a member of $?Ya. In this case, we choose C” 
with no variables in common with T (including all clauses used) or with the branch 
in T’ to G/3. Now C and hence C” is an instance of some clause Ci of Z+‘. Let CT: 
Li +- X, be the variant of this clause of %5’ that is used as input clause at the goal G 
in T. Then C” can be written as ‘C,*cu,: L,q + X,cx, and because Lp unifies with 
the head of this we have Li q u = L pa, where u is an mgu of Li ai, L p that we 
may take to be idempotent. Because C,?, G have no variables in common, we may 
define 4 by 
x+=x+~o for x in CT, 
x+=xp~ for x in G 
to obtain Li$ = Lr,b. So L, Li are unifiable and there is a branch in T from G 
using CT. Let G be +Q,, L, Q2 and let 0 be the mgu of L and Li used in T. 
Then the branch in T from G using CT leads to the goal G’ = + Q, 8, Xi 0, Q2 0. 
The corresponding branch in T’ that we are constructing will lead from the goal 
GP = t Q, p, Lp, Q2 p to a goal + Q, pa, Xiai~, Q2 pa. We must show this is 
an instance of G’ as required for the inductive step. Because 4 is a unifier of L 
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and Lj and 0 is an mgu of them, we have 4 = O$’ for some 4’. So 
G’$’ = + Q, O$‘, Xi@‘, Q2 64’ 
= + Q,+,xicb,Q,4 
which establishes the result. Now in writing C” in the form C,*a, we may restrict 
(Y, to the variables in CL*, in which case ai will be idempotent, because C” and C* 
have no variables in common. Also because C’ has been chosen to have no 
variables in common with the branch leading to GP, the range of (Y~ will have no 
variables in common with A or with the range of any cyj defined for earlier clauses 
C,* on the branch. So the various (Y, defined along a branch of T’ will satisfy the 
conditions of Theorem 4.4, and so will the clauses C,*, because T uses strong 
standardizing apart. 
In the case where C is a clause of P, not in ga’,, i.e., a clause of P - SF?“, we may 
choose C” to be the same variant of it that is used in T. This is permissible because 
we have used idempotent, hence relevant, mgu D in the steps using program 
clauses in ga”,, so the only new variables (i.e., not occurring in the branch of T 
leading to the current goal) introduced will be those in the clauses C”, and these 
were chosen to have no variables in common with clauses used in T. Using the 
foregoing argument with (Y~ replaced by E we see that if there is a branch out of G 
in T’ using C” leading to a goal G*, then there is a branch in T using C” that 
leads to a goal G’ of which G* is an instance. 
We have shown that all the derivations Da in T’ correspond as in Theorem 4.4 
to derivations D in T. For those derivations D that use only program clauses in 
P - i? the derivation D” is identical with D, so the resultant R of D is taken 
unchanged into the partial deduction PL. For the other derivations we use 
Corollary 4.6 and take the set of resultants R$ given by it, using note 2 of 
Theorem 4.4, which says that the corresponding derivation D” exists iff 4 exists. 
Now 
5 = mgu(C,TBj,Bi,+ 1 ..f ei,t = C~lyi,, . . .) C~ei~e, + I .*. e, = Ctai,) 
= mgu C,, = C,Tcyil,. . . , C,, = C,Tai,J. ( 
The C:cw, were chosen to have no variables in common with each other or with T 
or the previous derivation, so they will have no variables in common with cj,, . . . , ci,. 
Because we are using $ only to compute R$, it is clearly enough that they have no 
variables in common with each other, with c,,, . . . , t?;, and with R. q 
Proof of Theorem 4.8. The proof follows from Theorem 4.7. [The conditions of 
Theorem 4.7 actually require CJ’ to be chosen to have no variables in common with 
earlier c” ,,..., CT_, used in obtaining 4, but the only way these can influence I,!J is 
through 45 so it is enough for C; to have no variables in common with 4 (or 
R,C ,, . . . , C, of course).] The partial deduction of t’(P’) is obtained from P’ by 
removing certain resultants and replacing other resultants by instances of them, 
and replacing certain clauses of %Y by instances of them. So if G is any definite 
goal and P’ U {G) is A-covered, then so is t’(P’> u {G). q 
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